SUZOHAPP shows its innovative payment management solutions at Retail Expo

OUD-BEIJERLAND, THE NETHERLANDS, April 25, 2019 - SUZOHAPP – a global market leader of software and hardware payment systems and cash management solutions – will be exhibiting at Retail Expo, Europe’s leading retail solutions show which takes place in London, UK between May 1-2. At this year’s event, cash management will be a major highlight as cash is still the most prevalent of all payment methods in retail.

“Retailers spend a significant amount of time dealing with cash. They should be able to manage cash as effectively as possible by transforming cash handling into a completely automated process,” says Simon James, SUZOHAPP Managing Director – UK & Ireland. “We invite all attendees to visit us at our Stand #5E01 and discover our fully automated cash management solution system, which can help optimize retail payment management processes and maximize return on investment.”

SUZOHAPP’s solution is revolutionary as it offers full integration of hardware, software and back-office systems, bringing all components together in a seamless way to give users complete visibility of their payment management operations. Two innovations to be demonstrated at the SUZOHAPP booth include the CashComplete™ SPS-700 & SPS-800 Smart Point of Sale Solution and the SDS-760 Smart Deposit Solution.

“We’re excited to add these next-generation products to our CashComplete™ portfolio,” comments Steve Fitton, SUZOHAPP Sales Director UK & IE Solutions. “The SPS-700 & SPS-800 is a fully automated POS recycling solution which can dramatically boost retailers’ business by minimizing manual cash handling at check-out lanes and increasing in-store security. With the SDS-760, a high-speed back office cash deposit solution, retailers can process deposits fast, while ensuring note processing accuracy and reducing the risk of robbery.”

These advanced solutions will be presented along with the new CashComplete™ Connect – Retail Edition™ - an industry innovation that revolutionizes how payments are managed across the entirety of a retailer’s enterprise. This sophisticated cloud-based payment management platform automates the entire retail payment process. It provides real-time visibility, advanced analytics, reconciliation and general ledger integration, allowing you to fully monitor your cash and generate accurate reporting for complete visibility of the cash cycle.

SUZOHAPP will also unveil the new VaultConnect™, the latest addition to the CashComplete™ software solution portfolio. “VaultConnect™ brings offline cash storage into full view, allowing users to monitor their true cash positions and incorporate all available cash into daily operations,” explains James. “Our current CashComplete™ customers asked us to develop a way to account for all their cash within the CashComplete™ environment, regardless of where the cash is located. VaultConnect™ is our answer.”

Finally, further solutions displayed at Retail Expo will be:
- CashComplete™ RCS-400 2.2 with SDM-504S Recycling Cash Solution and SDS-35 Smart Deposit Solution
- SCAN COIN SC-8220 multi-currency counter and DTC-9 coin sorter
- Cash handling components, such as the Bill-to-Bill 300 banknote recycler, the Intelligent Coin System (ICS) and RM5 HD electronic coin validator

Find out more about SUZOHAPP’s latest innovations at Stand #5E01.
About SUZOHAPP
SUZOHAPP is a technology company providing software and hardware for cash handling automation and self-service solutions to more than 25,000 customers throughout the world. SUZOHAPP's technology enables automation for customers operating in a variety of end markets, including retail, transportation, gaming, banking, vending and amusement. SUZOHAPP's solutions include cash deposit, recycling, processing and payment systems as well as a broad range of self-service component technologies. The brands of SCAN COIN, Comestero, CashComplete™ and Coinco are united under the SUZOHAPP Company. SUZOHAPP's more than 1,100 employees operate in 19 countries and its dealer network covers more than 100 countries. More information is available at www.suzohapp.com. SUZOHAPP is owned by affiliates of ACON Investments, L.L.C., a Washington, D.C.-based international private equity investment firm that has responsibility for managing approximately $5.5 billion of capital. For more information, visit www.aconinvestments.com.
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